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This invention relates to oscillation generators, 
and more particularly to improvements which 
facilitate the maintenance of a high degree of 
stability in an oscillation generator. 
My invention is applicable to oscillation gen 

erators in which resonance is obtained by a com 
bination of resistance and capacitance. The in 
vention is also applicable to generators in which 
resonance is obtained by means of a tuning fork, 
or a tank circuit consisting of parallel-connected 
inductance and capacitance elements, or still 
again by means of a piezo-electric crystal or 
other electromechanical vibrator. 
When investigating the properties of oscilla 

tion generators of the prior art, it has been found 
that those of the type having resistance-capaci 
tance resonators, hereinafter called R.C. oscilla 
tors, are particularly subject to adverse influences 
unless they are properly shielded. For example, 
if an oscillator is to deliver a frequency in the 
low range, say between 20 and 200 cycles, and if 
a high value of grid leak is used, say 8 megohms 
or more, the system is quite Sensitive to hum 
pick-up. If the oscillator is set near 30, 60, 90, 
120, or 180 cycles, it will tend to lock up or syn 
chronize itself to hum. This is not necessarily 
true of fixed frequency oscillators, or where the 
network resistors are of less than one megohm 
in value. However, Oscillators of the type hav 
ing inductive and capacitive tanks, hereinafter 
called LC Oscillators, are not so susceptible to 
adverse external influences. In the RC Oscilla 
tors of my invention as herein disclosed, the ease 
with which they lock in or synchronize with a 
control frequency is turned to advantage, instead 
of being a nuisance difficult to eliminate. 

It is an object of my invention to provide an 
oscillator having improved frequency stability. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

an improved tuning fork controlled electronic 
oscillator. 

Still another object is to provide an oscillator 
in which improved frequency stability is obtained 
by means of a piezo-electric crystal. 
A further object of my invention is to simplify 

the design of a tuning fork in association with an 
Oscillation generator. 
One feature of simplification to be found in my 

invention, according to one of the embodiments 
thereof, resides in the use of Only one magnet 
instead of two in association with a frequency 
controlling tuning fork. This one magnet is as 
sociated with both input and output circuits of 
the Oscillation generator. 
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Conventional circuits as used to drive a tuning 

fork employ two magnetically polarized coils, one 
in the plate circuit of a tube and the other in 
the grid circuit. The fork acts as a mechanical 
coupling between grid and plate, and is sustained 
in OScillation by taking drive power from the tube. 
In any tuning fork, the best frequency constancy 
is reached at very low amplitudes, and the true 
fundamental frequency exists only when the am 
plitude of oscillation is infinitesimal. Any excess 
of drive power will force the fork to a lower fre 
quency, just as overswinging a pendulum will 
lengthen the period of oscillation. With the usu 
all circuits for driving a fork, considerable over 
drive is needed to make the system self-starting 
and, as a result, the frequency varies with changes 
in drive effort. Nearly all previous work on fork 
drive amplifiers has been directed towards mak 
ing this drive power constant. 
My invention will now be described in more 

detail, reference being made to the accompany 
ing drawing, in which: , 

Fig. 1 shows an Oscillation generator circuit 
arrangement having tuning fork control and em 
lying the fundamental features of my inven 
On; 
Fig.2 shows an embodiment in which the reso 

nant unit comprises a parallel tuned inductance 
and capacitance; and 

Fig. 3 shows still another modification of the 
invention in which the resonant element is a 
piezo-electric crystal. 

Referring first to Fig. 1, Ishow therein, by way 
of illustration, two electron discharge tubes and 
2, the cathodes of which are interconnected and 
are provided with a common cathode resistor 3 
leading to ground. The tubes f and 2 also con 
tain grids 4 and 5 respectively and anodes 6 and 7 
respectively. 
A source of direct current operating potential 

indicated as --B is connected between ground and 
the anode 6. This same source is connected 
through a potentiometer 8 to the anode 7 in 
tube 2. 
The input circuit for tube includes two re 

sistors, 9 and 0 in series between the grid 4 and 
ground. A capacitor f is in shunt with resistors 
9 and 0. A feedback circuit includes blocking 
condenser 2 which is connected between a tap 
on potentiometer 8 and the junction between 
resistors 9 and C. 
The grid 5 in tube 2 is directly connected to 

ground and derives its bias potential by virtue of 
a potential drop developed in resistor 3. 
As shown in Fig. , the oscillator derives its 

resonance stability from the operation of a tun 
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irag radic 3 having associated the regith an elec 
tronagnet . The witing of this tragnet is 
coanected between grogandard one side of 5 ca 
pacitor 5. The other sidie of capacitor 5 is 
connected to the wo catcies of the bets 
and 2. The elezaeats 8 and 5, therefore con 
stitute a series HeScaste circuit a sixt. With 
resistortugated to the fork frequency. The mag 
net a has a wery low Q, Daaking the uning 

below the point of self-osciatica with the fork 
blocked Rechanically. On relewing the block, 
the systern brids up into sellation at Yery low 

2,3932. 
noted, however, that no resistor such as shown 
in Fig. is required in the circuit of Fig. 2. 

in the operation of the generator shown in Fig. 
2, it Yi be apparent that the tank circuit 2 
provides a zero phase shift at resonance so that 
regeneration is direct, the plate woitage in tube 2 
being coupled to the grid it in tube S. Here any 
change in alak a pedance at resonance Will rai, 
seriously affect the gain of the adapifier. The 
circuit osciates at the point of zero reactance for 

the gain control of the scator is get st the talk, whether tas is at the point of Gaaxi 
man impedance or not, for only afthis point is 
the sun of all phase displacements zero. Some 
resistance tuning by varying the value of resistor 

airpitude, with the RC stilitator competey is is possible and may in some cases be resorted 
locket in Oa the fork. The oscillatorished back 
R frequency to the fundarinents of the fork be 

cause a great excess of powers Reeted to over 
drive the fork at a frequency higher than its 
fundamental his large increase in power is 
not available froIn the externey low voltage 
across resistor S. Consequently, the fork osci 
lates at a lower amplitude than with other drive 
systerns, and sat a frequency attach nearer to its 
fundamental resogance 
The optiman conditions for frequency stability 

are obtained y assing the RC circuit to a 
frequency sightly above the fork frequency, but 
not too far above. For exagge, if a 43D cycle 
fork were to be used, ther the RC circuit sold 
resonate between the titas gif 48 to 485 cycles. 
Within these limits the fork frequency renases 
Yery constant indeed azi RC appreciable de 
parture from 480 cycles can be observer, so long 
as the rive voltage is kept at a GY Wate. 

in a working errabodiraent of the apparaigs as 
showra in Fig. ... it was deaconstrated that the 
fretteracy stability was greatly aprowed over 
convertional tining fork dryes. The actual 
Yotage across the coil of magnet was ess than 
one woit Tris, where at least ye works were re 
quired in previons embodiments using this same 
fork and frive coin order to Oroduce set-start 
ag. he herefore used feedback cost coated 

to the crintrol grid 4 has been dispensed with in 
the instant embodiment of any invention. Thus 
the design of the fork younting has been sim 
pifted. 

increasing the gain roaro by assaert of 
the ontentirmaier was the rive vratre arts 
the magnet is doubler Yers tire fork fre 
ouency ten parts per million. This same per 
centage change in drive with the oil systeria 
changed the frequency over two hundred parts 
permitor. 
This controi action is rot so satisfactory in 

an AC OSctator, because the arr here acts 
as a large flywheel, and will aot readily ack in 
step with the fork. The entire yAWheel effect 
Shrld be furnished by the grk Seaf. As RC 
oscillator drive best meets this requirement. 

Referring now to Fig. 2. shoy a Baodification 
of the circuit arrangement of Fig. in which the 
turning fork is replaced by a nett ank circuit 
comprising an inductive element 23 in parate 
with a capacitor 2. In ore sense the circast of 
Fig. 2 night be considered a? C. escator, but 
it does not possess the undesirable characteristics 
inentioned in the preceding paragraph because 
the flywheel effect is confined to the cathode cir 
cult. Preferably, the indicance 28 is in series 
with a cathode resistor 3 leading to grouad. The 
foregoing description of Fig. applies to a large 
extent to Fig. 2, like parts being given the sane 
reference arreras in the two figures, it will be 

to for opinum results. The operation of the 
circuit arrangerneat of Fig. 2 will be Weld under 
stood by those skilled in the art in view of the foregoing descriptional 

Referring now to Fig. 3, I show still another 
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eabod Enent of Yny invention in which certain of 
the elements appearagia figs. and 2 are also 
shown with like reference numerals. 

In Fig. 3, frequency stability is derived front 
the use of a piezo-electric crystal 22 which is 
connected a shat with the cathode resistor 3 
i ground and the cathodes of the ces 
and 2. 
Since the piezo-electric device 22 possesses 

both inductance and capacitance, it is obvious 
that it raay well he substituted for the tanic cir 
cuit 2, 22 in Fig. 2. In other respects, the cir 
cit arrangeriaent of Fig. 3 is substantially the 
same as that of Fig. 2 and hence its operation 
will be we understood by those skilled in the art. 
Other embodiments of any invention may read 

ily be understood as comprehended within the 
scope thereof. 

claim: 
1. An electronic oscillator cooperatively aSSoci 

ated with a resonator for maintaining constant 
the frequency of the oscillations generated, said 
oscillator comprising two electron discharge de 
vices each having triode electrodes, the cathodes 
of which are interconnected, a conductive imped 
ance in circuit between Said cathodes and ground, 
a non-inductive feedback circuit intercoupling the 
anode of one discharge device and the grid of the 
other discharge device, a direct ground connection 
for the grid of said one discharge device, and 
means in circuit between said cathodes and 
ground and coupling said resonator to the circuit 
of said oscillator in such manner that the oscilia 
tor is caused to be locked in step with the natura 
period of vibration of Said resonator and said 
resonator is also driver thereby. 

2. the coabitation according to can is 
which said resonator is constituted as a tuning 
fork, and said coupling nea as cornprises a single 
electromagnetic device with respect to which at 
east one tine of the fork functions as an arma 
ture, whereby interchange of mechanical and 
electrical energy is effected. 

3. The combination according to claim ia 
which said resonator is constituted as a parallel 
ned inductance-capacitance. 
4. The combination according to cana ir 

which Saif resonator is piezo-electric. 
5. A resistance-capacitance OScillator in conia 

baation with a turning fork for Traintaining co 
stant the frequency of the oscillations generated, 
said oscillator having two tricde discharge tuities 
the space paths of which are supplied with oper 
atting potentials from a direct current sorce, a 
non-inductive feedback circuit connected between 
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the anode of the first tube and the grid of the 
Second tube, a direct ground connection for the 
grid of the first tube, a common cathode resistor 
Connecting the cathodes of both tubes to ground, 
a series resonant circuit in shunt with said cath 
Ode resistor and having said tuning fork disposed 
as an armature to a polarized inductive element 
therein, means in said feedback circuit having a 
time constant such that the oscillations gener 
ated in said tubes tend to drift toward a fre 
quency slightly higher than the natural fre 
quency of Said tuning fork When driven at low 
amplitude, the interaction between said tuning 
fork and the inductive element of said resonant 
circuit being effective to drive the fork and to 
maintain said OScillator in Synchronism there 
With. 

6. An RC-oscillator comprising two discharge 
tubes each having a cathode, an anode and a grid 
and operating circuits therefor, including a re 
sistor connecting both cathodes to ground, a 
potentiometer in the Output circuit of one of said 
tubes, an adjustable tap on said potentiometer, a 
feedback circuit connected between said tap and 
ground and constituted as a series capacitance 
and resistance, the grid of the second tube being 
coupled to Said output circuit through said ca 
pacitance, a direct ground connection for the grid 
of the first tube, a frequency stabilizing device 
having a series-resonant circuit in shunt with 
Said cathode resistor, and a tuning fork consti 
tuted as an arnature for a magnetic circuit which 
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includes the core of an inductive winding in said . 
series resonant circuit, 

7. An RC-oscillator according to claim 6 and 
further characterized that said feedback circuit 
pOSSesses a time constant equivalent to a fre 
quency slightly above the natural frequency of 
said tuning fork When the latter is driven at low 
amplitude, 

8. In combination, an oscillation generator 
comprising two electron discharge devices of the 
triode-type having their cathodes interconnected, 
a cathode-to-ground impedance common to said 
cathodes, a vibratory element, a single magnetic 
device associated with said element and arranged 
to translate electrical energy into mechanical 
vibrations of Said element and vice versa, said 
magnetic device being included in a partly ca 
pacitive circuit which shunts said cathode-to 
ground impedance, means including a non-induc 
tive feedback circuit coupling the anode of one 
said discharge device to the grid of the other said 
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discharge device for causing the frequency of 
the generated oscillations to exceed slightly the 
natural frequency of said vibratory element, if 
uncontrolled thereby, and means for so limiting 
the amplitude of electrical output energy derived 
from Said generator and applied to said magnetic 
device for driving said vibratory element that the 
amplitude of mechanical vibrations produced in 
said vibratory element is maintained at an opti 
mum value for frequency stabilization, and said 
generator is locked in step with said vibratory 
element. 

9. An RC-oscillator comprising two discharge 
devices, means including a feedback circuit hav 
ing a time constant value determined by a suit 
able choice of capacitive and resistive elements 
in series, said feedback circuit being arranged to 
derive control potentials from the output of one 
said device and to apply them to the grid of the 
other said device for maintaining phase opposi 
tion between Oscillations to be generated in one 
device relative to those in the other, a direct 
ground connection for the grid in the One said 
device, a cathode resistor connecting the cathodes 
of both said devices to ground, a tuning fork, and 
means having series inductance and capacitance 
in shunt with said cathode resistor for providing 
a coupling between Said Oscillator and the me 
chanical motion of said tuning fork, said tuning 
fork being disposed in the relation of an arma 
ture to the field of said inductance for causing 
the fork to vibrate and for causing the fork to 
control the frequency of the oscillations gener 
ated. 

10. An RC-Oscillator comprising two discharge 
tubes and operating circuits therefor, including 
a resistor connecting the cathodes of both tubes 
to ground, a piezo-electric device connected 
in shunt With said resistor and chosen to produce 
resonance at the frequency of the oscillations to 
be generated, a potentiometer in the output cir 
cuit of one of said tubes, an adjustable tap on said 
potentiometer, a feedback circuit containing 
Series capacitance and resistance connected be 
tween said tap and ground, the grid of the sec 
ond tube being coupled to said output circuit 
through said capacitance, said feedback circuit 
having a time constant value which tends to de 
velop oscillations in said tubes at a frequency 
slightly higher than the natural frequency of said 
piezo-electric device, and a direct ground con 
nection for the grid of the first tube. 
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